
Managing your Assets



SE Ship Management (SESM) is a wholly owned subsidiary 
of SE Shipping Lines Pte Ltd. At SE Ship Management, 
excellence is our priority and our exceptional staff, both 
on shore and at sea, strives to provide our clients with the 
best services, by setting the highest standards for Safety, 
Environmental Protection and Quality ship management.

SESM boasts an experienced, dynamic and visionary 
management team who subscribe to the tenet that SESM’s 
greatest asset are its people within the company

It is the mission of the company to provide healthy 
and safe working conditions, and to maintain safe and 
environmentally friendly operating practices, which ensure 
no harm to people and no harm to environment. 

An independent player in the shipping industry, SESM 
manages a fleet of multi purpose cargo vessels and provides 
superior ship management to its clients including:

• Repairs and Maintenance 
• Dry Docking and Special Surveys 
• Manning 
• Purchasing 
• Insurance 
• Safety, Quality and Environmental Compliance 

Services 
• Risk Assessment 
• Meeting Third Party quality assurance compliance

Business Model

Key Pillars Customer Advantage

Financial Strength The Company is backed by the promoters of Suzlon, one of Worlds largest Wind 
Turbine producers in the world.

Customer focused approach Understanding Customers requirements and exceeding Customers 
expectations.

Deliverables Focused Management team endeavouring to keep running costs low without 
compromising on quality

Commercial Understanding Being a Charterer ourselves, we understand the Industry and services required 
of Owners by their Charterers.

Cost Flexibility As required by Owners, we can offer Fixed Cost or Cost plus services.

To summarize, by entrusting your assets to our dedicated and focused Ship 
Management team, Owners can achieve the following  benefits:

• Close cost control

• Innovative thinking

• Regular detailed reporting

• Experienced Superintendents

• Close links with Classification Societies

• Simple, efficient and fully functioning IT Systems

• Peace of mind knowing your assets are well taken care of

 
SESM is committed to and achieves operational excellence and incomparable 
customer service, by respecting and implementing a Quality Policy which drives 
a Quality Management System, both on shore and on ship. By constantly 
monitoring a feedback and measurement process, SESM also guarantees 
continual improvements which benefit both the company and its clients.

Benefits for the Owners

SE Ship Management Pte Ltd

• SE Shipping has been founded with the aim to bridge the demand and 
supply gap in the Project cargoes and Heavy Lift shipping industry.

• Promoted by the promoters of Suzlon Energy Limited, world’s leading 
Wind turbine manufacturers.

• Turnover FY 08-09 of around 100 Million USD.

• 4 x 25000 DWT MPP / Heavy Lifts on order from China for delivery 
end 2010.

• Operated 10 vessels on average on Charter and is actively pursuing 
expansion.

• Venturing into Inland Logistics and Air Freight Services Industry.

• Offices at Singapore, Hamburg, Mumbai and Melbourne and plans to 
open Offices at Houston and Shanghai in the near future.

Introduction

Strengths and Value addition by SESM

SE Ship Management offers full technical support thanks to its knowledgeable and 
experienced Technical Team who profit from more than 25 years of its personnel’s 
experience in ship management. State of the art technology is implemented at 
fleet level and condition monitoring techniques are in place to prevent sudden and 
costly failures. Risk assessment tools are widely used so as to identify critical 
equipment or components and plan their maintenance accordingly, ensuring a 
flawless and cost efficient operation at all times. 

A capable and efficient team handles the accounting for the entire fleet, managing 
every aspect of the financial administration proficiently, ethically, openly and 
responding with tailor made solutions for each client’s needs

SESM’s policies reflect the company’s commitment to excellence in every facet 
of its operations, both ashore and on ship, and seek to guarantee the safety of 
all individuals, the environment, the assets, the cargo, the company’s reputation 
and those of its clients. The prevailing concepts of continuous improvement 
and commitment from the top transpire from every sentence of the Company’s 
policies, which surpass current regulations and always embrace challenges that a 
sophisticated and globalized industry such as shipping regularly pose, thus ensuring 
safe and efficient ship management.

Effective training is recognised to be essential for the achievement of the company’s 
exceptional standards, and a comprehensive and documented system of training is 
in place to ensure the maintenance of the highest standards of personal discipline 
and safety consciousness.
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1 Maritime Square, #12-19B
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Singapore 099253

www.seshipping.com

Crew Management / HQSSE
Email: crewing@seshipping.com / hse@seshipping.com
Tel: +65 6876 4566

Technical Management
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